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The transfer section between the cross passage and the main tunnel is the part that needs
to be paid attention to during the underground excavation construction of the subway. Due
to complex stress, the collapse of the horsehead gate and excessive surface settlement
often occur. In order to determine the construction scheme of the transfer section between
the cross passage and the main tunnel of Guanshui Road Station of Metro Line two in
Guiyang, China, the numerical simulation method was used to analyze the “double-holes
interval pillar method,” “sector expansion method,” and “gate climbing method,”,
respectively. The mechanical response of the surrounding rock and supporting
structure under each method was compared. The comparisons showed that the
surface settlement, the displacement of the cave, and the plastic zone caused by the
double-holes interval pillar method were the smallest, and the method can reduce the
construction risk, shorten the construction period, and reduce the project cost. Therefore,
it was recommended to use the double-holes interval pillar method to construct the
transfer section. The comparison between the measured data and the numerical
simulation results of the double-holes interval pillar method showed that the numerical
simulation results were smaller than the measured data at each point, and the surface
settlement and horizontal displacement in the tunnel both met the safety control standard.

Keywords: subway tunnel, transfer section, double-holes interval pillar method, sector expansion method, gate
climbing method, numerical simulation, construction monitoring

1 INTRODUCTION

With the increase of underground tunnel construction, underground caverns are often used for
energy storage. To ensure the safety of energy storage, builders must first ensure the construction
safety of underground caverns (Comodromos et al., 2014; Ramos et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019; Kang
et al., 2021). However, the construction of an underground tunnel is complex (Janda et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2020; Fan JY. et al., 2020; Lv et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021), especially at the junction of a
variable section. In order to reduce the impact on ground traffic, the undercutting method is usually
used in the construction of an urban Metro with dense buildings (Bobet, 2001; Khademian et al.,
2017; Cao et al., 2018; Moosavi et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021b). The cross passage near
the Metro station is used as the connection part between the shaft and the main tunnel, and this
transfer section between the shaft and the main tunnel is the key section of Metro station
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construction. The construction method of this transfer section is
complex, and the stress of the supporting structure changes
frequently during the construction process, which causes a
more complex deformation and stress distribution of the
surrounding rock-supporting system than conventional tunnels
(Jiang et al., 2016; Djelloul et al., 2018; Sommer et al., 2018; Fan S.-
y. et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021a; Dong et al., 2021). Therefore,
the selection of an appropriate construction method is of great
significance to ensure the construction safety of the transfer
section and even the entire Metro station.

In order to ensure the construction safety of the transfer
section, scholars from all over the world have studied its
construction mechanical effects. Hsiao et al. (2004) adopted
numerical simulation to carry out feedback analysis on the
complex stress in the crossing area of seven tunnels. The
results showed that a tunnel should be in a stable state due to
the small tunnel impact area and loose rock mass area, and real-
time monitoring should be maintained to measure the
displacement of the tunnel during excavation. Li et al. (2016)
studied the deformation, stress, and plastic zone response of the
surrounding rock at a tunnel intersection and the influence range
of the lining failure mode by using the numerical simulation
method. The numerical results showed that the deformation in a
section close to the tunnel intersection was larger than the
deformation in distant sections. Gaspari et al. (2010) used the
numerical simulation method to study the lining structure
scheme of the Metro intersection and determined the
optimization measures of the lining structure. Hsiao et al.
(2009) studied the mechanical effect of the rock mass in the
transfer section with numerical simulation. They established the
criteria for evaluating the influence of intersection angle on
tunnel behavior, and determined three types of support design
schemes for different geological conditions. Lin et al. (2013)
studied the stability of the long-span tailrace bifurcation
tunnel with complex three-dimensional geometry by using a
theoretical calculation, and determined a non-linear
reinforcement analysis method that could be used for the
reinforced concrete lining and rock bolt design. Song Z. et al.
(2018) studied the stress and deformation in the transfer section
between the shaft and cross passage with numerical simulation,
and determined a scheme that could effectively control the
surface settlement and deformation of the shaft. Liu and
Wang (2010) used numerical simulation to simulate the actual
project according to the mechanical characteristics and stability
of the bifurcated tunnel. By comparing the results from four
conditions, they put forward the safest and most reliable scheme.
Li et al. (2015) studied the influence of soil stiffness, structural
components, and other key deformation mechanisms on the
integrity of the cross structure in the cross passage with
numerical simulation, and found that the lintel could transfer
the load above the cross structure to the adjacent lining. In
addition, relevant scholars also carried out a lot of research on
the stress changes of the surrounding rock-supporting system
during the cross structure construction (Daraei and Zare, 2018;
Galli et al., 2004; Song ZP. et al., 2018). The research on specific
projects had important guiding significance for the construction
deformation and safety control of the transfer part between the

main tunnel and the cross passage. However, most scholars have
only discussed those projects with little difference in the section
size between the cross passage and the main tunnel, while the
research on the construction of the transfer section between the
cross passage and the main tunnel with a large difference in
section size is relatively less.

This paper studied the mechanical response of the transfer
section between the cross passage and the main tunnel in the
construction of Guanshui Metro station on Guiyang Metro line 2
in China. In order to determine the construction scheme of the
transfer section, the numerical simulation method was used to
simulate the construction process through three methods,
namely, the “double-holes interval pillar method,” “sector
expansion method,” and “gate climbing method”. The stress
and displacement of the surrounding rock-supporting system
and the distribution of the plastic zone of the surrounding rock
caused by the three methods were analyzed. By comparing the
calculation results of the three methods, it is suggested that the
double-holes interval pillar method should be adopted in the
construction. The comparison between the numerical simulation
results and the monitoring data showed that the numerical
simulation results were in good agreement with the measured
results. The double-holes interval pillar method could better
control the deformation of the tunnel-supporting structure
and surrounding rock. The results can provide a reference for
the design and construction of similar projects in the future.

2 PROJECT OVERVIEW

Metro line 2 is an important transportation line of Guiyang City,
Guizhou Province, China. The line starts from Qijilukou Station,
passes through Longdongbao International Airport and
Nanming District Administrative Center, and finally ends at
the East Passenger Station. The first phase of line 2 is
underground construction, with a length of 27.4 km including
24 stations. The 14th bid project of Guiyang Metro line 2 is
located in the Nanming district, mainly including two stations
and two sections: Provincial Medical Station, Guanshui Road
Station, Provincial Medical Station-Guanshui Road Station
section, and Guanshui Road Station-Youzhajie Station section.
Its length is about 1,107.46 m, the cost is 407 million yuan, and
the planned construction period is 28 months.

The studied Guanshui Station is located under the
intersection of Baoshan South Road and Guanshui Road. The
station is oriented from north to south. The mileage is ZDK35 +
945.357–ZDK36 + 125.357, with a total length of 180 m. The end
of this distance is adjacent to the Nanming River. Affected by the
Nanming River, the rail surface of this station is buried at the
depth of 33.3–42 m underground. The station tunnel adopts a
five-center circular horseshoe-shaped cross section with a curved
wall and inverted arch, and the structural type is a single arch and
double layers. The vault of the tunnel is covered with about
17.5–20.5 m thick soil, in which the thickness of the rock is
3.5–12.5 m. Two airshafts were used as the construction shafts to
enter the cross passage of Guanshui Road Station. Then it
switched from the cross passage to the main tunnel to form a
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working face for underground excavation. The maximum
excavation section of the station tunnel is 22.16 m wide and
19.21 m high. Figure 1 for the location of Guanshui Road
Station.

According to the geological survey data, the upper covering
layers of the transfer section are moderately weathered dolomite
(T1

a), highly weathered dolomite (T1
a), plastic red clay (Q4

el+dl),
and miscellaneous fill (Q4

ml) from bottom to top, respectively.
The transfer section is mainly located in moderately weathered
dolomite with surrounding rock of grade V, and part of the vault
is located in highly weathered dolomite. The thickness of the
strata above the vault varies greatly, ranging from 4 to 14 m. The
rock mass is mostly of a block and layered structure, some are of a
gravel and breccia structure.

3 NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE
EXCAVATION SCHEME IN THE TRANSFER
SECTION
Due to the complexity of the transfer section construction, it is
very difficult to analyze its mechanical effect theoretically (Gan
et al., 2014; Klotoé and Bourgeois, 2019; Oh et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2022). In order to determine the construction scheme of the
transfer section, this paper adopted the numerical simulation
method and used MIDAS NX finite element software to establish
a three-dimensional numerical model to analyze the stress,
displacement, and plastic zone distribution of the surrounding
rock-supporting system during the excavation, so as to provide
guidance for the construction.

3.1 3D Geological Model and Boundary
Conditions
According to the geological conditions of the project, the strata
were simplified as homogeneous and horizontal. Figure 2A is the

three-dimensional geological model of the transfer section, and
Figure 2B is a model of the cross passage and the main tunnel.
The negative direction of the X axis is the tunneling direction of
the cross passage, the positive direction of the Y axis is the large
mileage direction of the main tunnel, and the positive direction of
Z axis is vertical upward.

The distance from the left and right boundary of the model to
the left and right side wall of the main tunnel is 69 m (about three
times the width of the tunnel). The distance from the bottom
boundary to the inverted arch of the main tunnel is 58 m (about
three times the height of the tunnel), and the distance from the
upper boundary to the tunnel vault is 23 m. The model takes the
dimensions of 160 m × 80 m×100 m in the three directions of X,
Y, and Z, with a total of 110,515 units and 20,846 nodes. The soil
and rock are simulated by the solid element. The primary
support, which is applied around the tunnel boundary
permanently, is simulated by the plate element with a
thickness of 300 mm. The temporary support, which is applied
around each heading hole and will be removed after the
temporary support is closed into a ring, is simulated by the
plate element with a thickness of 200 mm.

The upper surface of the model is the free surface, the vertical
displacement constraint is adopted for the bottom boundary, and
the horizontal displacement constraint is adopted for the other
four boundaries.

3.2 3D Constitutive Model and Calculation
Parameters
According to the survey data of Guanshui Road subway station
provided by the exploration department, the physical and
mechanical parameters of the soil are shown in Table 1. The
constitutive model of soil is simulated through the Mohr-Column
model (Lee et al., 2012; Singh and Singh, 2012; Singh andMandal,
2019; Zhang et al., 2019). The physical and mechanical
parameters of the supporting structure are also shown in
Table 1, the elastic modulus can be calculated according to
Eq. 1.

E � E0 + SgEg

S0
(1)

where E is the equivalent elastic modulus of the primary support,
E0 is the elastic modulus of the sprayed concrete, Eg is the elastic
modulus of steel, Sg is the cross-sectional area of the steel bar, and
S0 is the cross-sectional area of the concrete.

3.3 Construction Methods and Steps
In order to determine the construction scheme for the transfer
section between the cross passage and the main tunnel of
Guanshui Road Station, three different construction methods,
namely, the double-holes interval pillar method, sector expansion
method, and gate climbing method were simulated. And the
optimal construction method was determined based on the
comparisons, including the stress and displacement of the
surrounding rock and the supporting system, and the
distribution of the plastic zone of the surrounding rock caused
by different methods.

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the location of Guanshui Road Station
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In the double-holes interval pillar method, the cross passage
and main tunnel are excavated by step method and double side
heading method, respectively. The main construction steps of this
method are shown in Figure 2C.

1) The upper andmiddle heading holes of themain tunnel’s right
side are excavated towards the large mileage and the support
after finishing the excavation of the upper steps of the cross
passage is created. As shown in Figure 2C, step ①;

2) After the upper heading hole of the main tunnel is excavated
to 4D (D is the width of the cross passage), the upper and
middle heading holes of the central core soil are excavated to
the left of the main tunnel and an internal passage connecting
the left and right heading holes of the main tunnel is formed
and supported. As shown in Figure 2C, step ②;

3) The upper andmiddle heading holes of themain tunnel’s right
side near the transfer section towards the large mileage are
excavated. At the same time, the upper and middle heading

FIGURE 2 | Finite element model and construction steps (A) Finite element model, (B) model of the cross passage and the main tunnel (C) steps of the double-
holes interval pillar method, (D) steps of the sector expansion method, and (E) steps of the gate climbing method.

TABLE 1 | Physical and mechanical parameters of each stratum and support.

Category Unit weight
(kN/m3)

Modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio/υ Friction angle
(°)

Cohesive (kPa) Thickness Length
(m)

Miscellaneous fill 18 8 0.3 12 16 3
Plastic red clay 17.1 18.1 0.3 10 30 7
Intensely weathered dolomite 27 100 0.18 25 100 3
Moderately weathered dolomite 27.5 250 0.15 30 300 10
Primary support 25 28 0.2 — — 0.3
Temporary support 78 28 0.3 — — 0.2
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holes of the main tunnel’s left side near the internal passage
towards the small mileage are excavated and supported. As
shown in Figure 2C, step ③;

4) From the internal passage, the upper and middle heading
holes of the main tunnel’s left side towards the small mileage
and right side towards the large mileage are excavated and
supported. As shown in Figure 2C, step ④;

5) When the excavation distance of step ④ reaches 12 m, the
lower heading holes of the cross passage and the double sides
of main tunnel are excavated and supported. As is shown in
Figure 2C, steps ⑤→⑥→⑦→⑧;

6) The central core soil from the internal passage to the large and
small mileage is excavated and supported. As shown in
Figure 2C, steps ⑨→⑩.

In the sector expansion excavation method, the rock of the
transfer section is excavated by multiple sector-shaped
excavation bodies, as is shown in Figure 2D. The detailed
steps are as follows: 1) When the upper step of the cross
passage is excavated to the junction between the cross
passage and main tunnel, a portal arch is erected in the cross
passage. 2) The transfer section is excavated, and the upper step
of the transfer section is divided into three sector-shaped
excavation bodies. The excavation width is equal to the width
of the cross passage, and the portal arch and primary support are
erected immediately after excavation. 3) The lower step of the
cross passage and the main tunnel are excavated by the sequence
mentioned above. 4) The annular steel support is erected along
the main tunnel and the upper arch of the station is closed into a
ring through multiple expansion excavation, then construction
of the transfer section is completed.

The gate climbing method is a method to excavate the main
tunnel at a gradient of 12% along the excavation direction of the
cross passage during the construction of the transfer section.
Then the reverse excavation method is used to excavate the rock
of the transfer section as shown in Figure 2€. The specific steps
are as follows: 1) The cross passage section is excavated in full.
When it is excavated to the junction part, three portal arches are
erected at the junction between the cross passage and the main
tunnel. 2) The transfer section is excavated upwards along the
excavation direction of the cross passage with the gradient of 12%,
the width of excavation part is the same as that of the cross
passage and is excavated to the contour line on the other side of
the main tunnel. 3) The transfer section is totally divided into
eight parts for excavation. Then the portal arch and primary
support are erected immediately. 4) The annular steel supports
along the contour line of the top of the main tunnel are erected
after every step of excavation. Finally, the steel support is closed
into a ring and the construction of the transfer section is
complete.

In order to compare the influence of different methods on the
supporting structure and surrounding rock of the cross passage-
main tunnel, the stress, displacement of the surrounding rock-
supporting system, and the distribution of the plastic zone of
surrounding rock were analyzed by selecting three sections,
namely section 1 (the center of the transfer section) and
sections 2 and 3 (from the position of 20 and 30 m away

from the transfer section, respectively). The positions of the
three selected sections are shown in Figure 2B.

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Displacement of Supporting Structure
Figure 3 shows the vertical and horizontal displacement
nephograms of the supporting structures of the cross passage
and the main tunnel after the construction of the double-holes
interval pillar method, sector expansion method, and gate
climbing method, respectively. In the figure, the vertical
displacement is positive in the upward and negative in the
downward direction. The horizontal displacement is negative
in the heading direction of the cross passage. The maximum
vertical displacements of the three methods are all located at the
arch bottom of the main tunnel with the small mileage boundary,
which are 5.84, 5.66, and 5.78 mm, respectively. The minimum
vertical displacements are all located at the vaults of the main
tunnel with the small mileage boundary, which are −5.71, −5.82,
and −5.86 mm, respectively. The maximum horizontal
displacements are located at the arches on both sides of the
main tunnel with the small mileage boundary, which are 3.21 and
−3.45 mm, 3.14 and −2.86 mm, and 2.92 and −2.75 mm,
respectively.

Figure 4A shows that the settlements vary with the
construction steps for three sections under the double-holes
interval pillar method. As shown in Figure 2B and section 1
is at the right side of the cross passage, section 3 is the cross
section of the internal passage, and section 2 is at the middle
between section 1 and section 3. In section 3, the construction of
upper, medium, and lower heading holes of the internal passage
are completed in steps 23, 61, and 85, respectively.

Figure 4A shows that before the excavation of the central core
soil, the vault settlements of sections 1, 2 were −0.89 and
−1.21 mm, respectively. With the excavation of the left and
right heading holes, the vault settlements increase gradually.
When the construction steps reach 116 (section 1) and 112
(section 2), respectively, the upper step of the central core soil
can be excavated, then the vault settlements increase sharply and
finally reach −5.49 and −5.44 mm, respectively. The upper
heading hole of the internal passage can be excavated at step
23, causing the vault settlement of the internal passage to increase
to −1.11 mm rapidly. With the excavation of the left and right
heading holes, the vault settlement of the internal passage
gradually increases. The central core soil can be excavated at
step 106, resulting in a sharp increase in the vault settlement of
the internal passage, which finally stabilizes at −5.13 mm and is
less than the vault settlement of section 1 (−5.49 mm).

In Figure 4A, the hance deformation of section 1 slowly
increases with the excavation of the left and right upper
heading holes and the upper steps of the internal passage.
The middle heading hole on the left side is excavated at step 65,
causing the hance deformation to rapidly increase to 1.61 mm.
When the construction steps reach 100 and 120, the left lower
heading hole and the lower step of the central core soil are
excavated, respectively, causing the deformation to increase
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again, and finally stabilize at 2.49 mm. The law of hance
horizontal deformation in section 2 is very similar to that
in section 1, with three obvious changes, corresponding to the
excavation of the middle heading hole on left side, the lower
heading hole on left side, and the lower step of the central core
soil, and finally stabilizes at 1.86 mm. The hance deformation
of section 3 firstly occurs during the excavation of the middle
step of the internal passage, then changes significantly during

the excavation of the left and right heading holes, and finally
stabilizes at 1.66 mm.

Figure 4B shows the settlement curve of the three sections
with the construction step after the construction of the sector
expansion method is completed. The vault settlement of section 1
reaches −0.91 mm after the construction of the transfer section.
When the construction step reaches 46, the central core soil in the
middle of the transfer section is excavated, the vault settlement of

FIGURE 3 | Displacement nephogram after construction (A) The double-holes interval pillar method, (B) the sector expansion method, and (C) the gate climbing
method.

FIGURE 4 | Deformation curve of the supporting structure under each method (A) The double-holes interval pillar method, (B) the sector expansion method, and
(C) the gate climbing method
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section 1 increases sharply, and finally stabilizes at −5.09 mm.
The vault settlement of sections 2, 3 increases slowly during the
construction of the transfer section, which indicates that the
construction of the transfer section has little influence on the
vault settlement of sections 2, 3. With the excavation of the main
tunnel, the vault settlements of sections 2, 3 are similar to those of
section 1, and finally stabilizing at −5.01 and −4.81 mm,
respectively.

Figure 4B also shows the curve of the hance horizontal
displacement of the three sections with the construction step
after the completion with the sector expansion method. The
upper three sector expanding excavated bodies are excavated
at step 10, and the hance deformation of section 1 rapidly
increases to 0.36 mm. The middle heading holes on the left
and right side of the main tunnel are excavated at step 30, and
the value deformation of section 1 increases sharply. Finally, with
the completion of the secondary lining construction, the
deformation reaches a stable level of about 0.55 mm. The laws
of the horizontal hance deformation of sections 2, 3 are similar,
which all increase obviously at the excavation stage of left and
right heading holes of the main tunnel, and finally stabilize at 0.57
and 0.62 mm, respectively, with the completion of secondary
lining construction.

Figure 4C shows the settlement variation of the three sections
with construction steps after the completion under the gate
climbing method. The variation of the three sections is similar
to that of the sector expansion method, and the final vault
settlement is stable at −5.21, −4.99, and −4.91 mm, respectively.

Figure 4C also shows the curve of the hance horizontal
displacement of the three sections with the construction step
after the completion with the gate climbing method. With the
excavation of the upper “climbing body,” the hance horizontal
deformation of section 1 rapidly increases to 0.58 mm. After

completing the construction of the transfer section, it is
transferred to the construction of the main tunnel. Affected by
this, the deformation of the surrounding rock continues to
increase and finally stabilizes at 1.26 mm. The laws of the
hance deformation of section 2 and section 3 are basically the
same, and both increase obviously when excavating the heading
holes and the central core soil of the main tunnel. After the
secondary lining, the final deformation reaches 1.37 and
1.46 mm, respectively.

4.2 Stress of Supporting Structure
Maximum and minimum primary stress have an important
influence on the stability of the tunnel supporting structure.
Figure 5 shows the maximum and minimum primary stress
vector diagrams of the supporting structure of the transfer
passage-main tunnel after the construction under each
method.

Figure 5A shows that after the construction of the double-
holes interval pillar method, the direction of the maximum
primary stress is distributed along the axis of the main tunnel
in most areas, but the direction of the large primary stress
becomes disordered near the horsehead gate arch bottom in
the transfer section. The maximum primary stress is
4,452.26 kPa, which indicates that the supporting structure at
the bottom of the horsehead gate arch bottom is in tension. The
small primary stress of the supporting structure is distributed
annularly along the tunnel in most areas, stress concentration
occurs at the sidewall on both sides of the horsehead gate, and the
small primary stress direction near the horsehead gate and the
main tunnel becomes disordered. The minimum primary stress is
−11,734.92 kPa, which indicates that the supporting structure at
the spandrel and sidewall on both sides of the horsehead gate are
under pressure.

FIGURE 5 | Primary stress of supporting structure under each method (unit: kPa) (A) The double-holes interval pillar, (B) the sector expansion method, and (C) the
gate climbing method.
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It can be seen from Figures 5B,C that with the construction of
the sector expansion method and gate climbing method, the large
primary stress of the supporting structure is distributed along the
axial of the main tunnel. Different from the double-holes interval
pillar method, the large primary stress of the supporting
structures of sector expansion excavation method and gate
climbing method are distributed alternately in positive and
negative directions at the arch bottom of the transfer section,
and the stress concentration occurs at the arch bottom of the
main tunnel and horsehead gate. The maximum primary stresses
of the two methods are 3,946.15 and 3,786.34 kPa, respectively,
indicating that the arch bottom supporting structure of the
transfer section is in tension.

In addition, it can be seen from Figures 5B,C that after
completing the construction under the sector expansion
method and gate climbing method, the small primary stress of
the supporting structure is distributed annularly along the tunnel.
Stress concentration occurs at the positions of the transfer section
between the cross passage and the main tunnel. The minimum
primary stresses of the two methods are −10,101.22 and
−11,495.45 kPa, respectively, which indicates that the spandrel
and sidewall supporting structure on both sides of the horsehead
gate are under pressure.

4.3 Plastic Zone of Surrounding Rock
The plastic zone has an important influence over the stability of
the tunnel surrounding rock and the supporting system.
Figure 6A shows the distribution of the surrounding rock
plastic zone after the application of the double-holes interval
pillar method in construction. It can be seen that the surrounding
rock plastic zone of the main tunnel is mainly distributed at the
hance and arch foot on both sides of the main tunnel with a
maximum plastic zone radius of 3.11 m. However, the plastic

zone of the side wall of the horsehead gate in the transfer section
is much wider with a radius of 6.38 m. It also shows that the
plastic zone distribution of surrounding rock plastic strain is
above 300 με after construction with the double-holes interval
pillar method. It can be seen that the maximum plastic strain of
the surrounding rock appears at the spandrel on both sides of the
horsehead gate where the cross passage connects with the main
tunnel (see the circular area in the figure), and the maximum
equivalent plastic strain value is 0.001189.

Figures 6B,C give the distribution of the plastic zone of the
surrounding rock after the construction under the sector
expansion method and the gate climbing method,

FIGURE 6 | Distribution of the surrounding rock plastic zone under each method (A) The double-holes interval pillar, (B) the sector expansion method, and (C) the
gate climbing method

FIGURE 7 | The comparison of the ground settlement.
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respectively. It can be seen that the plastic zone distribution of
these two methods is similar to the double-holes interval pillar
method, but the distribution range is slightly larger. The radii of
the maximum plastic zone of the main tunnel are 3.40 and
3.21 m, respectively. The radii of the maximum plastic zone of
the side walls of the cross passage are 7.08 and 6.84 m,
respectively. The plastic zone distribution of the surrounding
rock with plastic strain above 300 με after the construction
under the sector expansion method and the gate climbing
method are also shown in Figures 6B,C, respectively. It can
be seen that the maximum plastic strain of the two methods
occurs in the position of the side wall on both sides of the
horsehead gate where the cross passage connects with the main
tunnel, which is different from the double-holes interval pillar
method. The maximum equivalent plastic strain values are
0.001425 and 0.001229, respectively.

4.4 Comparison of Different Construction
Methods
4.4.1 Comparison of the Ground Settlement
Figure 7 shows the ground settlement curves corresponding to
the position of section 1 after the construction under the three
methods. Three points can be seen from the figure that: 1) the
width of the settlement trough caused by the three methods is
relatively similar, all around 60 m, 2) the maximum ground
settlement caused by the three methods did not occur above
the vault of the main tunnel, but appears at the position
corresponding to the intersection of the main tunnel and the
cross passage, and 3) the maximum ground settlement caused by
the gate climbing method is the largest, which is 5.05 mm, the
sector expansion method is 3.72 mm, and the smallest is the
double-hole interval pillar method, which is 3.32 mm. Thus, it
could be concluded that the double-holes interval pillar method is
more advantageous for controlling ground settlement than the
other two methods.

4.4.2 The Comparison of the Deformation and the
Strain of the Horsehead Gate
According to the analysis of section 4.2, the transfer section is the
position where the strain of the support-surrounding rock
structure is most concentrated. Therefore, the displacement of
the transfer section under the three construction methods and the
strain state of the support-surrounding rock structure of
horsehead gate are compared and analyzed.

Table 2 displays the maximum and minimum displacements
in the three directions of X, Y, and Z caused by the three
construction methods. It can be seen that the displacements

under the three methods are very close. And the position of
each kind of displacements caused by each method are the same.
The position of each kind of displacement are as follows: the
maximum displacement in the direction of X caused by these
three methods all occur at the left hance of the main tunnel, the
minimum displacement in the direction of X caused by these
three methods all occur at the right hance of the main tunnel, the
maximum displacement in the direction of Y caused by these
three methods all occur at the left wall of the horsehead gate, the
minimum displacement in the direction of Y caused by these
three methods all occur at the right wall of the horsehead gate, the
maximum displacement in the direction of Z caused by these
three methods all occur at the right arch bottom of the main
tunnel, and the minimum displacement in the direction of Z
caused by these three methods all occur at the right vault of the
main tunnel.

Table 3 shows the maximum value of the maximum principal
strain, the minimum principal strain, the maximum shear strain
of the supporting structure of the horsehead gate of the transfer
section, and the positions where they occur after the construction
under different methods. It can be concluded from Table 3 that:
1) the maximum principal strain value caused by the double-
holes interval pillar method is the largest, and the maximum
principal strain occurs at the arch foot of the horsehead gate.
While the maximum principal strain of the other two methods
occurs at the arch bottom of the main tunnel. 2) The minimum
principal strain caused by the gate climbing method occurs at the
arch foot of the horsehead gate, while the minimum principal
strain of the other two methods occurs at the spandrel of the
horsehead gate. The minimum principal strain value caused by
the double-holes interval pillar method is the largest. ) The
maximum shear strain caused by the double-holes interval
pillar method occurs at the spandrel of the horsehead gate,
while the other two methods occur at the arch foot of the
horsehead gate. The maximum shear strain caused by the
sector expansion method is the largest. Hence, in general term,
the strain value of the supporting structure caused by the double-
holes interval pillar method is larger.

4.4.3 Comparison of the Strain and Plastic Zone of the
Surrounding Rock
The plastic zone is an important indicator for judging the stability
of the surrounding rock when tunneling. Table 4 shows the
distribution of the plastic zone of the surrounding rock after the
construction under the three methods. Table 4 shows that,
among the three methods, the maximum radius of the plastic
zone of the main tunnel, the maximum radius of the plastic zone
of the transfer section, and the maximum equivalent plastic strain

TABLE 2 | Comparison of the maximum and minimum displacement of the transfer section (unit: mm).

Directions X Y Z

Extreme value Max Min Max Min Max Min
Double-holes interval pillar method 0.90 −0.72 3.75 −3.49 5.60 −5.59
Sector expansion method 0.92 −0.40 3.65 −3.32 5.31 −5.32
Gate climbing method 0.92 −0.41 3.74 −3.37 5.38 −5.33
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value caused by the double-holes interval pillar method are the
smallest.

In summary, although the strain value of the supporting
structure caused by the double-holes interval pillar method is
large, it has advantages in controlling the ground settlement and
the plastic zone range of the surrounding rock. In addition,
compared with the other two methods, the double-holes

interval pillar method can be used for the construction of the
transfer section to reduce the construction risk because it can
prevent high-altitude operation by avoiding the erection of a
scaffold. At the same time, this method has multiple working
spaces and can operate simultaneously, which can shorten the
construction period and reduce the construction cost. Therefore,
from the comprehensive analysis of the numerical simulation

TABLE 3 | Comparison of the strain of the supporting structure (unit: kPa).

Strain type The
maximum
principal
strain

Position The
minimum
principal
strain

Position The
minimum

shear strain

Position

Double-holes interval pillar
method

4,452.26 The arch bottom of the
horsehead gate

−11,734.92 The spandrel of the
horsehead gate

5,848.53 The spandrel of the
horsehead gate

Sector expansion method 3,946.15 The arch bottom of the tunnel −10,101.22 The spandrel of the
horsehead gate

6,042.16 The arch foot of the
horsehead gate

Gate climbing method 3,786.34 The arch bottom of the tunnel −11,495.45 The arch foot of the
horsehead gate

5,901.67 The arch foot of the
horsehead gate

TABLE 4 | Comparison of the plastic zone of surrounding rock after construction.

Method Double-holes interval pillar
method

Sector expansion method Gate climbing method

Maximum radius of the plasticity zone of the main tunnel 3.11 m 3.40 m 3.21 m
Maximum radius of the plasticity zone of the transfer sector 6.38 m 7.08 m 6.84 m
Maximum equivalent plastic strain 0.001189 0.001425 0.001229

FIGURE 8 | The layout of monitoring points of Guanshui Road Station.
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results and the construction technologies, the use of the double-
holes interval pillar method for the construction of the transfer
section is recommended.

5 CONSTRUCTION MONITORING

Based on the results of the numerical analysis, the construction of
the transfer section of the Guanshui Road Station is carried out
with the double-holes interval pillar method.

In order to ensure the construction safety of the transfer
section, the ground settlement and the internal deformation of
the main tunnel are tracked and monitored during the
construction process. Figure 8 shows the layout of monitoring
points of ground settlement at the Guanshui Road Station.

5.1 Analysis of Monitoring Results
5.1.1 Ground Settlement
Due to the large number of monitoring points arranged on site,
only the settlement data from the ground settlement monitoring
points DBC35990-03, DBC36010-03, and DBC36020-03
corresponding to sections 1– 3 are selected for analysis
(Figure 8).

Figure 9A shows the settlement curve of point DBC35990-03
(section 1). When the construction starts, the excavation of the
cross passage is carried out. The settlement of this point increases
to 0.6 mm (point A in Figure 9A); after 17 days, the transfer
section is excavated and the settlement increases quickly to
2.2 mm [point B in 9(A)] as the construction face is close to
the monitoring point. On the 27th days of monitoring, as the
construction of the transfer section is completed and the
excavation of the main tunnel is started to the direction of the
large mileage, the ground settlement increases slowly to 3.1 mm
(point C in Figure 9A); on the 60th day of monitoring, the
construction of the left and right heading holes is completed and
the central core soil is excavated. As a result, the ground
settlement is significantly increased, and the final settlement is
stable at 6.4 mm (point D in Figure 9A).

Figure 9B shows the settlement curve of point DBC36010-03
(section 2). In the initial stage of monitoring, because the
construction face is far from monitoring point DBC36010-03,

the settlement is small and slowly increases to 0.9 mm (as
shown in point A of Figure 9B). On the 30th days of the
monitoring process, the construction face gradually reaches the
position of section 2. Affected by this, the settlement increases
quickly and reaches 2.4 mm (as shown in point B of Figure 9B). On
the 60th days, the central core soil is excavated. As a result, the
ground surface settlement speed increases significantly, and the final
settlement stabilizes at 5.3 mm (as shown in point C of Figure 9B).

Figure 9C shows the settlement curve of the monitoring point
DBC36020-03 (section 3). In the initial stage of monitoring,
because the construction face is far from the monitoring point,
the settlement is small and slowly increases to 0.6 mm (as shown
in point A of Figure 9C). On the 40th day of the monitoring
process, excavation begins in the internal passage. At this time,
the construction face is close to the monitoring point and the
settlement speed of the point increases, finally the ground
settlement rapidly increases to 2.1 mm (as shown in point B of
Figure 9C). On the 50th day, because the excavation of the left
and right heading holes has a smaller effect on this point, the
ground settlement speed decreases and slowly increases to
2.5 mm (as shown in point C of Figure 9C). On the 60th day,
the excavation of the central core soil has begun, the ground
surface settlement increases significantly, and the final settlement
stabilizes at 4.8 mm (as shown in point D of Figure 9C).

5.1.2 Vault Settlement and Horizontal Deformation
The corresponding deformation monitoring points of sections
1–3 are GDC35990-1, GDC36010-1, and GDC36020-1,
respectively, and the horizontal deformation monitoring points
are SDJ35990-1, SDJ36010-1, and SDJ36020-1, respectively.

Figure 10A shows the vault settlement curve of point
GDC35990-1 (section 1) and horizontal deformation curve of
point SDJ359901. The deformation of the monitoring points
GDC35990-1 and SDJ36000-1 are monitored after the
completion of supporting construction of section 1. For the
monitoring point GDC35990-1, in the initial stage of
monitoring, because the support at this section has just been
completed, the vault settlement increases slightly and reaches to
1.3 mm (as is shown in point A of Figure 10A). Then, with the
excavation of the right and left heading holes of the main tunnel,
the settlement is gradually increased to 3.2 mm (as is shown in

FIGURE 9 | Variation of ground displacement of: (A) Section 1, (B) Section 2, and (C) Section 3.
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point B of Figure 10A). As the monitoring progress reaches the
60th days, the central core soil is excavated. The vault settlement
increases significantly and the final settlement stabilizes at
9.1 mm (as is shown in point C of Figure 10A). For
monitoring point SDJ36000-1, the horizontal deformation
speed is stable during the first 60 days. Until the 60th days of
the monitoring process, the horizontal deformation increases to
3.2 mm (as is shown in point B of Figure 10A). Then, with the
excavation of the central core soil, the horizontal deformation
increases significantly and the final deformation stabilizes at
6.1 mm (as is shown in point D of Figure 10A).

Figure 10B shows the vault settlement curve of point
GDC36010-1 (section 2) and horizontal deformation curve of
point SDJ36010-1. The deformation of the monitoring points
GDC36010-1 and SDJ36010-1 are monitored after the
completion of supporting construction of section 2. For
monitoring point GDC36010-1, during the excavation of the
right and left heading holes of the main tunnel, the settlement
speed of the vault is stable and the settlement increases to 3.2 mm
gradually (as is shown in point A of Figure 10B). On the 50th day of
the monitoring process, the excavation of the central core soil has
begun. The vault settlement speed increases significantly and the
final settlement stabilizes at 8.8 mm (as is shown in point B of
Figure 10B). The horizontal deformation speed ofmonitoring point
SDJ36010-1 is stable during the whole construction process and
finally stabilizes at 5.4 mm (as is shown in point C of Figure 10B).

Figure 10C shows the vault settlement curve of point
GDC36020-1 (section 3) and horizontal deformation curve of
point SDJ36020-1 (section 3). The deformation of the monitoring

points GDC36020-1 and SDJ36020-1 are monitored after the
completion of supporting construction of section 3. For
monitoring point GDC36020-1, in the initial stage of
monitoring, because the supporting structure of the internal
passage has just been completed, the vault settlement shows a
small rapid increase to 2.1 mm (as shown in point A of
Figure 10C). Then, the vault settlement has a period of
fluctuation and increases to 3.1 mm (as is shown in point B of
Figure 10C) with the excavation of the right and left heading holes
of themain tunnel. On the 40th day of themonitoring progress, the
central core soil is excavated and the vault settlement speed
increases significantly. The final settlement is stabilized at
8.6 mm (as shown in point C of Figure 10C). For monitoring
point SDJ36020-1, the deformation law is similar to that of section
2. The horizontal deformation speed of monitoring point
SDJ36020-1 is stable during the whole construction process and
finally stabilizes at 5.2 mm (as shown in point D of Figure 10C).

5.2 Comparison Between Numerical
Simulation Results and Monitoring Results
Table 5 shows the comparison of the final deformation between
the numerical simulation results and the monitoring results
among the nine monitoring points in Figures 9, 10. It can be
seen that the numerical simulation calculation is smaller than the
monitoring deformation at each point. This is mainly due to the
following two reasons, on the one hand, for the sake of simplicity,
the soil is assumed to be a homogeneous and isotropic continuous
medium in the numerical calculation, while the actual soil is a

FIGURE 10 | Variation of displacement of the tunnel: (A) Section 1, (B) Section 2, and (C) Section 3.

TABLE 5 | Comparison between the monitoring data and numerical simulation data (unit: mm).

Measuring point Monitoring value 3D calculated value

Ground surface settlement of section 1 (DBC35990-3) 6.4 3.32
The vault settlement in tunnels of section 1 (GDC35990-1) 9.1 5.49
The horizontal deformation in tunnels of section 1 (SDJ35990-1) 6.1 2.49
Ground surface settlement of section 2 (DBC36010-3) 5.3 3.21
The vault settlement in tunnels of section 2 (GDC36010-1) 8.8 5.44
The horizontal deformation in tunnel of section 2 (SDJ36010-1) 5.4 1.86
Ground surface settlement of section 3 (DBC360200-3) 4.8 3.13
The vault settlement in tunnel of section 3 (GDC36020-1) 8.6 5.13
The horizontal deformation in tunnel of section 3 (SDJ36020-1) 5.2 1.66
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heterogeneous and anisotropic discontinuous medium, so the
numerical simulation results are smaller. On the other hand, the
surrounding rock of the transfer passage is disturbed by the
construction many times during the construction process. The
weak structural planes and cracks in the surrounding rock are
further cracked after being disturbed, resulting in the gradual
deterioration of the surrounding rock mechanical properties. The
simulation could not consider the deterioration of the mechanical
properties in the surrounding rock after the construction
disturbance, which also made the numerical simulation results
smaller.

Although there are some differences between the numerical
simulation results and the measured results, in general, the
monitoring ground settlement is 30 mm less than the control
value, and the monitoring horizontal displacement in the tunnel
is also 20 mm less than the control value. Therefore, it is safe and
feasible to use the double-holes interval pillar method to
construct the transfer section of the Guanshui Road Station.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper adopted three methods, the double-holes interval
pillar method, sector expansion method, and gate climbing
method to carry out a series of numerical analyses for the
Guanshui Road Station of Guiyang City Metro line 2 in
Guizhou Province, China on the construction of the transfer
section. By comparing the calculation results of the three
methods, the optimal construction scheme of the transfer
section was determined. The main conclusions are as follows:

1) Among the three methods, local stress concentration
occurred in the position of the horsehead gate of the
transfer section. The maximum ground surface settlement
did not occur above the vault of the main tunnel, but
appeared on the ground surface corresponding to the
horsehead gate where the main tunnel met the cross
passage. Therefore, the horsehead gate is the key location
for construction reinforcement.

2) The ground surface settlement, the displacement of the tunnel,
and the plastic zone caused by the double-holes interval pillar
method were the smallest, and the method could reduce the
construction risk, shorten the construction period, and reduce
project cost. Therefore, using the double-holes interval pillar
method is a better way for the construction of the transfer
section.

3) The comparison between the monitoring deformation data
and the numerical simulation results of the double-holes
interval pillar method shows that the numerical results
were smaller than those of the monitoring results. There
are two reasons. On the one hand, the soil was assumed to
be a homogeneous, isotropic, and continuous medium during
the numerical simulation. On the other hand, the numerical
simulation could not simulate the deterioration of the
mechanical properties of the surrounding rock after
construction disturbance.

4) Although the numerical simulation results were different from
the monitoring deformations at each point, the ground
settlement caused by the double-holes interval pillar
method was less than the ground settlement control value.
The ground settlement and the horizontal displacement of the
tunnel were 30 and 20 mm less than the control value,
respectively. Therefore, it is feasible to use the double-holes
interval pillar method to construct the transfer section of
Guanshui Road Station of Guiyang City Metro line 2.
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